
Human-centered Design  
September 16 9:00AM-2:30PM  $65 

Focus on human beings and context; 
emphasize iterative cycles of implementing, 

learning, and improving; and grow public 
value. Learn these design principles and 

creative problem-solving approaches you can 
adapt to enrich your work. 

Using Data to Tell Stories with Impact 
July 9, 9:00AM-12:00PM  $50 

Like constellations among the stars, stories are 
embedded within data. Learn how to shape 

stories from data to have impact in regulative, 
collaborative, integrative, and generative 

human service business capabilities. 

Unleashing Stories to Shift Systems  
July 18, 9:00AM-12:00PM  $50 

Learn the art of invitation to engage diverse 
perspectives, practice listening deeply to bear 

witness to the brilliance in others, and 
collectively harvest stories that shift systems. 

The Art of Harvesting 
August 14, 9:00AM-4:00PM  $80 
Explore individual and collective, tangible and 
intangible ways of making meaning and 
creating clarity. Learn how to design for the 
harvest and create strategic artifacts that 
move work forward. 

Hosting in Hierarchy 
August 28, 9:00AM-12:00PM  $50 
Everyday practices for working and leading in 
hierarchy. Work more effectively with power 
and engage others in your organization in 
more meaningful ways. Explore ways to dance 
on the path between chaos and order and 
stroll on the path between order and control. 

Sign up for three or more workshops and save 10%! 
Contact Kamaria Woyee, kpwoyee@umn.edu, for promo code.

The Summer Series is hosted by the Future Services Institute with financial support from the Kresge Foundation.

For more information and registration, 
go to http://z.umn.edu/aoh2019 

2019 Summer Series

The Summer Series continues to grow leaders to be versed in the Art of Hosting and 
Harvesting Conversations that Matter. No matter if you are a seasoned practitioner 
or are simply curious, we welcome you to join us. All workshops will be held at the 
Robert R. Jones Urban Research and Outreach-Engagement Center (UROC) at  

2001 Plymouth Ave N in Minneapolis

http://z.umn.edu/aoh2019
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